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In §1 of this paper it is shown that a variety of conditions implying nice

behavior for topological transformation groups are, in the presence of separa-

bility, equivalent. In §2 the continuity properties of the stability subgroups

are studied. The conditions of §1 exclude the line acting on the torus in such

a way that each orbit is dense. They exclude the integers acting on the circle

by rotation through multiples of an irrational angle and they exclude the

group of those sequences of zeros and ones which have all but a finite number

of their terms equal to zero when this group acts on the space of all sequences

of zeros and ones by coordinatewise addition (mod 2). As we shall see in the

proof of Theorem 1, the latter transformation group is a prototype for all

excluded transformation groups. This is analogous to the following fact in

the theory of Rings of Operators: Every factor of type Hi contains a hyper-

finite factor of type IIj. The conditions were suggested by [3, Theorem l]

and the proof of their equivalence is somewhat analogous to the proof of [3,

Theorem l]. However, the proof does not depend upon [3] nor upon the

theory of C*-algebras.

Theorem 1. Let G be a locally compact Hausdorff topological transformation

group acting on a locally compact space M. (By locally compact we mean that

each neighborhood of a point in M contains a compact neighborhood of the point.)

Suppose that the topologies of G and M have countable bases and that each non-

empty locally compact subspace of M contains a nonempty relatively open Haus-

dorff subset. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) Each orbit in M is relatively open in its closure.

(2) M/G is T0.
(3) M/G is countably separated.

(4) For each quasi-invariant ergodic Borel measure ß, there is an orbit Gm

in M such that ß(M~Gm) =0.

(5) There is an ordinal y and an ascending family {Ua} of open subsets of

M/G indexed by the set of all ordinals less than or equal to y such that Uo = 0,

Uy = M/G, if a is a limit ordinal then Ua = \Ja>$ Uß and if ais not a limit ordinal

and not equal to 0 then t/a~ Ua-i is an open dense Hausdorff subset of (M/G)

(6) For each m in M, the map gGm-^gm from G/Gm onto Gm is a homeomor-

phism, where Gm has the relative topology as a subspace of M.
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(7) For each neighborhood N of e (the identity of G), each nonempty locally

compact G-invariant subspace V of M and each nonempty relatively open subset

Vo of V there is a nonempty relatively open subset U of Vt> such that for each m in

U,Nmr\U=Gmi\U.

The hypotheses of Theorem 1 which concern M are satisfied when M is

locally compact and Hausdorff and has a countable base for its topology. It

may be useful to apply Theorem 1 to the case where M is the structure space

of a GCR C*-algebra (for a definition of GCR, see [5]). Such an If need not

be Hausdorff or even 7\, but it is To, locally compact [2], and every non-

empty locally compact subspace F contains a nonempty relatively open

Hausdorff subset. When M is locally compact, this latter property is equiva-

lent to the following : There is an ordinal y and an ascending family { Ua : a £¡ y}

of open subsets of M such that Ut¡ = 0, Uy = M, if a is a limit ordinal then

Ua = \Ja>ß Uß and if a is nonzero and is not a limit ordinal then Ua~Ua-\ is

a dense Hausdorff subset of M~Ua-i (cf. [5, Theorem 6.2]). In fact if we

are given the Ua's as above and if F is a nonempty locally compact subspace

of M and if a is the smallest ordinal such that Vi~\Ua9£0 then a is nonzero

and is not a limit ordinal, and so VC\Ua is a relatively open Hausdorff subset

of F. Conversely suppose that each nonempty locally compact F contained

in M contains a nonempty open Hausdorff subset. Suppose inductively that

Uß has been chosen for all ß<a. If a is a limit ordinal, let Ua = Ua>ß Uß. If

a = 0, let Uo = 0. If a is not a limit ordinal and is not zero, let Ua be chosen

by Zorn's Lemma to be an open subset of M maximal with respect to contain-

ing Ua-i and having Ua~Ua-i Hausdorff. Let F be the interior of M~Ua

taken relative to Jlf~ U„-i. If F^0 then there is a contradiction involving

the maximality of Ua. Thus V=0 and Ua~Ua-i is dense in M~Ua-i. If a

space M satisfies these equivalent properties then we will say that M is

almost Hausdorff. Returning to the case where M is the structure space of a

C*-algebra, M has a countable base for its topology if the C*-algebra is

separable.

If Af is Hausdorff it is possible to associate with the action of G on M one

(or several) C*-algebras. These C*-algebras are the completions, in suitable

norms, of the algebra L defined in [l, p. 310]. If the algebras are GCR then

the above conditions are satisfied. Condition (5) is then motivated by the

following two facts : The structure space of the C*-algebra is related to (and

in general is somewhat more complicated than) the orbit space M/G; the

structure space is almost Hausdorff if the C*-algebra is GCR. Condition (7)

states (roughly) that neighborhoods of e are just as transitive locally as G is.

We suppose that each g in G gives rise to a homeomorphism m—*gm of

M, that the map g—>(m-*gm) is a homomorphism of G into the group of

homeomorphisms of M and that the map (g, m)^>gm from GXM onto M is

continuous. Gm—{g:gm = m) is the stability subgroup of m; e is the identity

of G. The space M/G of orbits is endowed with the quotient topology. Let w
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be the map from M onto M/G which sends an m in M onto the orbit Gm

which contains it. We give M/G a Borel structure as follows: £ is a Borel sub-

set of M/G if £ = ir(B) where Pisa (/-invariant Borel subset of M ; the Borel

subsets of M are the elements of the smallest (r-field containing the open sets.

M/G is countably separated if there is a sequence £1, £2, • • • of Borel subsets

of M/G which separate points of M/G (cf. [6]). A measure v is quasi-invariant

if G preserves sets of ^-measure zero. It is ergodic if it is quasi-invariant and

if G acting on the measure space (M, v) is ergodic, that is if G acting on the

set of Borel sets modulo the Borel sets of ^-measure zero has no fixed points

except for the equivalence classes of M and 0.

1. Proof of Theorem 1. (1)=»(2) : If (1) is satisfied and if Gmi and Gm2 are

two distinct points of M/G, either GmrDGmi or not. In the second case

GmïC\Gm2 = 0 and M/G~v(Gmr) is an open set containing Gm2 but not

Gmi. In the first case there is by assumption an open set U in M containing

Gmi but disjoint from Gm2. V=[){gU: gGG} has the same properties as U

and so we can suppose U is G-invariant. Then ir(U) is an open subset of

M/G which contains Gmi but not Gra2, and M/G is To.

(2)=>(3) : Suppose M/G is T0 and let Ui, i/2, • • • be a base for open sub-

sets of M. Then £i( £2, • • • is a base for open subsets of M/G, where

£< = ir(U{gZ7: gGG}). The sets £,• are Borel sets and they separate points of

M/G since M/G is To.

(3)=>(4) (cf. [6]): Let £i, £2, • • • be a sequence of Borel sets which

separate points of M/G, let F, = 7r~1(£«). let H=f\iHi, where #< = £,• if

ß(M~Fi) = 0, Hi = M~Ff if ß(Fi) = 0. Then H is an orbit and ß(M~H)
uZ<ß(M~Hi)=0.

We introduce a new condition:

(8) For each nonempty locally compact G-invariant subset V of M and each

relatively open nonempty subset Vo of V there is a compact neighborhood K of e

and a relatively open nonempty subset U of V0 such that if gGG, if Uo is a rela-

tively open nonempty subset of U and if gUoQU then KJj\r\gljr0?i0'.

(4)=>(8): We assume the denial of (8) and prove the denial of (4). That

is we assume that there is a nonempty locally compact G-invariant subspace

V of M and a nonempty relatively open subset Vo of V such that for each

compact neighborhood K of e and each relatively open nonempty subset U

of Vo there is a g in G and a relatively open nonempty subset Uo of U such

that g Uo C U and K U0r\g Ua - 0.

We observe that a locally compact subset £ of M is a Borel set. In fact

if the family { Ua:ct£y\ is as in the paragraph following the statement of

Theorem 1 then y must be countable, since M has a countable base for open

sets. For any ordinal a, the set (Ef\ J7a+i) ~ Ua is locally compact and so is

a countable union of compact (and therefore relatively closed) subsets of

Ua+i~Ua. Thus it is a Borel set, and so is
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£ =  U (£ H Ua+i) ~ tf„.

It is no loss of generality to suppose that V=M and that F0 is Hausdorff.

Let N be a compact symmetric neighborhood of e; let IFi, PF2, • • • be a base

for open sets in M. We choose compact subsets U(i\, • • • , t») of M with non-

empty interiors and elements g(n) of G, where t* = 0 or 1 and n = 0, 1, • • • ,

which satisfy

(1.1) U(iu ■ ■ ■ , ir-lt ir) C V{ii,-,ir-l),

(1.2) g(s)U(0„ i+u ■ ■ ■ ,ir) = tf(0._1( 1, t.+1, • • • , ir); l|i<r,

(1.3) NU(ii, ■ ■ ■ , ir) H U(ji, •••,/,) = 0   unless   ¿i = ju • • • , ir = /„

(1.4) if j á f then either:

tf (*i, ••■,i)C IF,-   or    U(k, ■ ■■,ir)C\Wj = 0

if r ^ 1, where 0, is the family of r zeros.

Let U(0) be a compact subset of Fo with a nonempty interior, let g(0)=e

and suppose inductively that n is a non-negative integer and that

U(i\, • • • , iT) and g(r) have been chosen for r = 0, • • • , n and that

(1.1), • • • , (1.4) are satisfied if r= 1, • ■ ■ , n and that L7(0„) has a nonempty

interior. If n = 0 the inductive hypothesis is true. If «>0, let

K = U g(r.)-i • • ■ g(ri)-Wg(n) • • • g(r.)
lsri<- • -<r,sn

where the union is taken over all monotone increasing ordered subsets

[n, ■ • ■ , r.) of {l, • • • , n). If n = 0, let K = N. By assumption there is an

open nonempty subset Ut¡ of Int ¿7(0„) and a g in G such that gt/oCInt 17(0»)

and KU(¡r\gUo = 0. Let g(n+l)=g, let i/(0„+i) be a compact subset of Uo

with a nonempty interior and chosen so that if 1 ̂ j'^n + 1 and if {n, • • • , r,}

is any monotone increasing ordered subset of [1, • • • , M+l} then either

g(ri) ■ ■ -g(r,)c7(0^i)CIF,org(ri) • • • g(r.) U(0n+1)i\Wj = 0.

Let {ii, • • ■ , t'n+i} be a sequence of zeros and ones, let kT be the position

of the rth 1 in this sequence. Let U(ii, • • ■ , in+i)=g(ki) ■ ■ ■ g(kt)U(0n+î)

where / is the number of ones in {ii, • ■ • , i„+i}. Then (1.4) is satisfied for

r = n + l. If kt^n + l then (1.2) implies that

(1.5) U(iu- --.v) = g(k{) • • -g(kt)U(0n)

and since Z7(0„+i), g(n+l) U(0n+i)CU(0n), (1.1) is satisfied for r = n+l. If

ii, ■ ■ ■ , i. = 0, then

g(s)U(0„ i,+u • • • , in+l) = g(s)g(k1) ■ ■ • g(kt)U(0n+1)

= t/(0,_,, 1, t',+i, • • • , t„+,)

and (1.2) is satisfied for r = n + l. It suffices to prove (1.3) when Ù =ju ■ ■ ■ ,i„

=jn, in+i = 0 and jn+i = l (since N=N~1). Then
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U(ii,--      ,in,0)  =g(kl)  ■  ■  ■ g(k.)U(On+1),

U(ji, • • • ,jn, 1) = g(ki) • ■ ■ g(k.)g(n + 1M<Wi),

and since

KU(On+i) r\ g(n + DU^i) = 0,

we have

Ng(ki) ■ ■ ■ g(k.)U(On+i) H g(ki) ■ ■ ■ g(k.)g(n + \)U(0^i) - 0

and (1.3) is proved for r = «+l. This completes the induction and so the U's

and g's can be constructed.

Let

V(n) = U {U(ii, ■ ■ ■ , in): h = 0 or 1, • • • , in = 0 or l},

let C=n„ V(n), let C(iu ■ • ■ , in) = C(~\U(ii, • • ■ , in). Let X be the set of
sequences of zeros and ones with the topology of pointwise convergence ; we

construct a homeomorphism $> of C onto X. If {in} ^X then D„ C(*i, ■ • • » in)

contains exactly one element, c({i„}). In fact the sets C(ti, • • ■ , in) are

closed relative to the compact set U(0) (since U(0) is Hausdorff) and these

sets have the finite intersection property. Furthermore, if c and Co are in

n„ C(ti, ' • • , in) then by (1.4), c and Co are not separated by W¡ for any j.

Since M is To and Wi, W2, • • • is a base, c = Co. Let $(c({¿„})) =i„; Í» is a

one-one map of C onto X. The inverse image of the basic open set

{{in} :ii = ai, ■ ■ • , ik = ait\ is C(ai, • • • , a*), which is relatively open in C.

Thus 4> is continuous, and $> is a homeomorphism since C is compact and X

is Hausdorff. The set of intersections with C of the Borel subsets of M is the

set of Borel subsets of C and this is the set of inverse images under f> of the

Borel subsets of X. Thus we can define a unique Borel measure X on M by

the formulas

X(C(ii, • • • , i„)) = 2"-

\(M ~ C) = 0.

Let v be a finite measure on G, equivalent to Haar measure, and if £ is a Borel

subset of M, let

(1.6) ß(B) = \ \(hB)dv(h).

We show that the integral in (1.6) exists. Let U denote the interior of

U(0). Since C is compact and CC U there is a symmetric open neighborhood

P of e such that PCC U. If / is a real valued function defined on U and if / is

continuous and has compact support relative to U then the function

*-►/(*•) \C
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which maps h onto the restriction f(h■) \ C to C of the function m—>f(hm) is

a continuous function of h, in the topology of uniform convergence for func-

tions on C, provided h£zP. Thus

• f f(hm)d\(m)

is a continuous function of h, for h(EP.

Let K be a compact subset of U, let xk be its characteristic function, let

Xp be the characteristic function of P. There is a monotonically decreasing

sequence /» of continuous functions defined on U and with compact support

relative to U which converges to xx pointwise. Then

Xp(h)\(hK) = Xp(h) J XhK(m)d\(m) = Xp(h) f XK(hrlm)d\(m)

= Xp(h) lim   j fn(h-lm)d\(m)

and so xp(h)~K(hK) is a measurable function of A. Let S be the set of Borel sub-

sets B of M for which xp(A)X(AP) is a measurable function of h. Then S con-

tains the compact subsets of U and since there is a sequence of compact sub-

sets of U whose union is U, S contains the relatively closed subsets of U.

Since S is closed under monotone limits, S contains the Borel subsets of U and

since S contains any Borel set disjoint from U, S is the set of Borel subsets of

M. There is a sequence gi, g2, • • ■ of elements of G and a sequence Pi, P2, • • •

of Borel subsets of P such that the sets Pigi, P2g2, • • • are disjoint and such

that their union is G. If B is a Borel subset of M then

HhB) = £ XPm(h)\(hB)
i—1

CO

i-l

which is a convergent sum of translates of the measurable functions

XPi(h)MhgtB) and so is measurable. Since O^X(AP) Sil. the integral in (1.6)

exists, and is non-negative and finite, and it is easy to see that the integral

in (1.6) defines a nonzero finite Borel measure ß on M.

ß is quasi-invariant since ß(B) = 0 iff \(hB) =0 for a.e. h iff \(hgB) =0 for

a.e. h iff ß(gB) = 0. There is a sequence Ai, h%, • • • such that NJii, Nth%, • • •

is a cover for G, where M is some neighborhood of e such that N^Ni^QN.

If m is in M and if miA.tw, «2AjwEG for some Wi and »2 in iV"i then n{him,

n2him belong to the same sets U(ii, • ■ ■ , iT) by (1.3) and are equal by (1.4).

Thus GmC\C is countable and so X(hGm) =\(Gm) =0 and ß(Gm) =0. Hence

there is no orbit Gm for which ß(M~Gm) =0.
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We show that G acts ergodicly on M with resepect to ß, and this will com-

plete the proof of (4)=»(8). Let £ be a Borel subset of M such that ß(RAgR)
= 0 for all gin G. Let

«(#)(*) - X(A£)

a(ii, • • • , ¿n)(A) = \(hRC\ U(iu • • • , »»)).

Then

I «(»i» • • • , *»)(*) - «(*'i, • ; • i *n)(hg) |

= | X(A£ r\ U(iu • • • , *,)) - \(hgR H i/(t,, •••,*„)) I

g \([A*n £/(»„ • • • ,i„)]A[Ag£n r/(«i, • • •, ;„)])

= X([A.RAAg£] H t/(ti, •••,*,)) á HhRAhgR) = 0       for a.e. A,

and so o(n, • ■ • , *'..)(•) =a(*i. • • • , *»)(•£) a.e. Since G acting on itself by

right translations acts ergodicly, a(ii, •••,*»)(•) is equal a.e. to some con-

stant A(ii, • • ■ , in), and the same proof shows that a(0)(') is equal a.e. to

a constant A(0).
We let g = g(Ai) • • • g(kt) where ki, • • • , kt are chosen as in (1.5), and it

then follows from (1.2) that

U(in,   ■   •   •  , Ù, in+1,  "   '   '  , *n+p)   =  gU(0n, Ù+U  "       *  i »n+p)

and so

x(£ n 1/(0.)) = x(g5 n t/(^ • •., »»))

for all Borel sets B. For a.e. A,

¿(O.) = X(A£n U(0n)) = X(gA£H i/(ii, • • • , »„)) = ^(i», • • • , ¿B).

Since A(0)= £«i."-.«-^(*i. "••»*») for each », 4(ti, • • • , t„) = 2-M(0)
and it follows that there is a subset P of G of measure zero such that if A G P.

then

\(hRC\ U(iu • ■ ■ , tB)) - 2-"X(A£).

It is well known and easy to prove that this implies that for AG£» X(A£)

G{0, 1} (cf. [4, p. 201, problem (3)]). Thus either X(A£) = 0 for a.e. A or
\(h(M~R)) = 0 for a.e. h and either ö(£) = 0 or ß(M~R) = 0, and ß is ergodic.

We remark that since ß is finite we have actually proved (4')=>(8) where

(4') is the condition obtained from (4) by adding "finite" in front of "Borel

measure" in (4).

(8)=>(6): We assume the denial of (6) and we prove the denial of (8).

That is, we assume that there is an m in M such that the map 6 given in (6)

is not a homeomorphism. Let V=Gm~; it is no loss of generality to suppose

that Gmr = M. Let Vo = M, let U be a nonempty open subset of M, let K be
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a compact neighborhood of e and let p be in UC\Gm. Since M is almost Haus-

dorff, M contains a dense open Hausdorff subset. This subset meets Gm and

so each point in Gm has a dense open Hausdorff neighborhood. Since Kp is

compact, there is a finite number W\, • • • , Wn of dense open Hausdorff sub-

sets of M which form a cover for Kp ; their intersection W is dense and open.

Thus WC\U7é0; since this set is open, Wr\UC\Gm^0. Let qEWC\U
C\Gm. Since $~l is not continuous at q, there is a sequence gi, g2, • • • in G

such that gimG W(~\ í/and gitn-^q but g.G» not —»A2Gm, where A2 is an element

of G such thatA2m = g. Choose hi in G so that fam = p. Suppose gimÇ^Kp for all

i. Then g,GmE-KAiGm and so the sequence {g¿Gm} has a limit point AAiGm in

Kh\Gm~{h2Gm} for some k(EK. Thus {0(g»Gm)} = {g<w} has a limit point

kp in .rv£~|g}, and so there is a subsequence of {g{m\ converging to the

distinct points q and kp. However, for some j, q and kp are in the same

Hausdorff open set IF,, a contradiction, and so g¿w (£Kp for some i. Choosing

such an i, we assert that Kp and g<w have neighborhoods Fi and F2 respec-

tively which are disjoint. In fact if kp^Kp then kpE.Wj for some j and since

IF,- is Hausdorff, kp and g¿w have open neighborhoods V¡,pi and Ftp2 respec-

tively which are disjoint. By the compactness of Kp, there is a finite subset

K0 of K for which the set Fi = U { VtPi: AE-Ko} contains Kp. V\ is a neighbor-

hood of .K£ and it is disjoint from the set F2 = fl { F*p2: AE-Ko}, which is a

neighborhood of g(m. There is an open neighborhood Uo of p contained in U

such that KUoGVi, gihrlUoQV2 and gih\lUoQU. (Observe that gm

= gxhr1p). We let g = gihru, then K Uof~\g Uo C V2(~\ Fi = 0 which contradicts

(8) and so (8)=>(6).

We introduce a new condition :

(9) For each neighborhood N of e, each nonempty locally compact G-invariant

subspace V of M and each nonempty relatively open subset Vo of V there is a

nonempty relatively open subset U of F0 such that if gÇ.G and if Uo is a non-

empty relatively open subset of U such that gUoCU then NUo(~^gUo7é0.

(6)=>(9): We assume the denial of (9) and prove the denial of (6). That

is, we assume that there is a neighborhood N of e, a nonempty locally com-

pact G-invariant subspace F of M and a nonempty relatively open subset

Vo of F such that if U is a nonempty relatively open subset of Vo then there

is a g in G and a nonempty relatively open subset Uo of Usuch that gUoCU

and

(1.7) NUoC\gUo = 0.

It is no loss of generality to suppose that V=M and that F0 is Hausdorff.

We choose by induction compact subsets E(n) of Vo with nonempty interiors

and elements g„ of G for tt = 0, 1, 2, • • • such that if Wi, W2, ■ ■ ■ are a base

for the topology of M then

(1.8) gB+1£(« + l), £(»+l)C£(«), » = 0, 1, • • • .

(1.9) NE(n)r\gnE(n) = 0, » = 1, 2, • • • .
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(1.10) If n^j then either: E(n)CW¡ or E(n)r\Wj = 0.
Let £(0) be a compact subset of Vo with a nonempty interior, let go — e. If

E(n) and g„ have been chosen for some »è0, let U be the interior of £(»)

and choose a g = gn+i in G and a nonempty open subset Z7o of U such that

gn+ii/oC ¿7and (1.7) is satisfied. Let £(w+l) be a compact subset of Z7o with

a nonempty interior and such that (1.10) is satisfied for w-f-1. Then (1.8)

and (1.9) are satisfied for n+1.

Since £(«) is relatively closed in £(0) and since £(0) is compact, there is

an m in DnE(n). It follows from (1.10) that gnm-*m and from (1.9) that

gnm&Nm for any ». Thus Nm is not a neighborhood of m relative to Gm;

the map given in (6) is not a homeomorphism.

(9)^(7) : We may suppose V— M. Let N and Vo be given as in (7). Choose

a compact neighborhood Ni of e contained in N and nonempty open Haus-

dorff subsets Wi and W2 of Vo such that N1W1CW2. Let U be chosen by (9)

applied to the neighborhood A^i and the open subset Wi of V=M. Let m

be in U, let i/i, Ui, • • • be a decreasing open basis for neighborhoods of m

and let gm be in GmHU. For large t, UiQU and gUiQU and so there are

w< and «< in Ui and an A< in Ni such that A,m¿ = g«,-. There is a subsequence

A,(i), A«2), • • • of Ai, h, • • • such that Ai(*> tends to some A in ATi. Since

ÄmGiVilfiCWj and since Wt is Hausdorff,

hm = lim A,(t)»í,(t) = lim g»j(t) = gm,
i t

and so Nmf^UDGmCM)'; NmC\U=Gmr\U.
(7)=>(5): As in the paragraph following the statement of Theorem 1, it is

sufficient to prove : For each nonempty locally compact G-invariant subspace

V oi M there is a relatively open nonempty G-invariant subset W of V such

that tt(W) is Hausdorff. It is sufficient to prove this when V= M, and assum-

ing this let Vo and Vi be nonempty open Hausdorff subsets of M and let N

be a compact neighborhood of e and let Vo, Vi and N be chosen so that

NVoCVi. Let [/be chosen by (7) and let W=U{gU: gEG}. Let Gw< be a
sequence of orbits in ir(W) converging to Gs and Gt, where Gs and GiGir(W0-

We must prove that Gs = Gt; we can suppose s, ¿G U. Let Si, S2, • • • (resp.

Pi, P2, • • • ) be a base of open neighborhoods of s (resp. /) such that SkQU

and TkGU for all A. If k is chosen and if * is sufficiently large then Gw<

Gir~lir(Sk) and Gm<C7r~V(Pjfe). Thus there is an m(k) in U such that m(A)

GS* and a g(fc) inG such that g(k)m(k)£Tk. By (7) there isann(A) inNsuch

that n(k)m(k) =g(k)m(k). Passing to a subsequence of the A's if necessary,

we can suppose that »(A)—»« for some « in N. Then

lim n(k)m(k) = t,
k

lim »(A)w(A) = lim n(k) lim w(A) = ns.
i » i
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Since t and ns both belong to the open Hausdorff set Fi, this proves that

t = ns, Gs = Gt, and so x( IF) is Hausdorff.

(5) =»(1) : If m EM, there is a smallest a such that GmQUa. Since Gmr is

G-invariant, Gmr = ir~1({Gm}-). (Observe that {Gm} is a subset of G/M.)

Since {Got} E(M/G)~Z7a-i, { Got } - C (M/G) ~ t/«_i (a cannot be a limit
ordinal). Since Ua~U„-i is Hausdorff, {Gm}~r\(Ua~Ua-i) = {Gm}. Thus

{Gm}~(~\Ua= {Gm}, Gm~r\Tr~l(Ua)=Gm and Gm is relatively open in

Gmr. This completes the proof Theorem of 1.

The proof of (8)=>(6) raises the question: If G and M satisfy the hypoth-

eses of Theorem 1 and if m£.M, is Got Hausdorff? If (6) is satisfied the

answer is yes, since G/Gm is Hausdorff. In any case Gw is Pi.

It is now easy to see that (3') is equivalent to the previous conditions,

where (3') is the following:

(3') If ß is a finite Borel measure on M then there are G-invariant Borel

subsets N', Ei, E2, • • ■ ofMsuchthatß(N) = Oandir(Ei),ir(E2), ■ ■ ■ separate

points of M/G~t(N).

In fact (3)=»(3'), it is easy to see that (3')=K4'), and we have already

observed that (4')=>(8). If <r is a multiplier for G [7, p. 267], if K is a closed

normal subgroup of G and if K' (defined in [7, p. 272]) is type I then K'

and the natural action of G on K' satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1. (3')

in the case M=K' is the statement that K is <r-regularly imbedded in G [7,

p. 302], and so Theorem 1 provides a number of properties equivalent to K

being (r-regularly imbedded.

2. The stability subgroups. Throughout this section we suppose that M

is Hausdorff. Let m be in M, let N be a neighborhood of the identity of G.

Then we say that the stability groups are continuous at m if for every sequence

{w,-} in M converging to m and for each g in Gm there is a sequence {g¿} such

that gi(EGmi and gi—*g; we say that the stability groups jump by no more than

N at m if for each sequence {w,-} in M converging to m and for each g in Gm

there is a sequence {g,} such that giQNGmi and gi-^g. The conditions of

Theorem 1 are neither necessary nor sufficient for the continuity of the stabil-

ity groups at each m in M. Each of the transformation groups mentioned in

the introduction has the property that GOT= {e} for each m, and so for these

groups the stability groups are continuous. On the other hand if G is the

circle group acting by rotation on the plane M then G and M satisfy the con-

ditions of Theorem 1 but the stability groups are discontinuous at the origin.

If the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied then we prove that there is some

continuity in the stability subgroups.

Theorem 2. Let G and M satisfy the hypothesis and the conditions (1), • • •,

(7) of Theorem 1, let M be Hausdorff. Let N be a neighborhood of the identity of
G. There is an open dense subset U of M such that if mÇ^U then the stability

groups jump by no more than N at m. There is a subset P of M such that M~P
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is of the first category in M and such that if m£P then the stability groups are

continuous at m.

Let U be the union of the open subsets of M upon which the stability

groups jump by no more than N. The stability groups jump by no more than

A7at the points of U. If t/is not dense then V* = M~(U~) is a nonempty open

subspace of M. Let i/i be the U chosen by condition (7) of Theorem 1 in

the case V= M. Let m be in Ui, let {m{} be a sequence in Ui converging to m,

let g be in Gm. Since gm = mÇzUi, gw.Gt/i for all sufficiently large i. Thus

«.»i, = g>»i, nii = nTlgmi and »r'gGGm,. for some »,- in N. Hence gENGmi for

large t and so the stability groups do not jump by more than N at the points

of i/i and also at the points of U\J Ui. This contradicts the choice of U and

so U is dense in M.

Let Ni, Ni, ■ ■ • be a base for neighborhoods of e, let í/¿ be an open dense

subset of M upon which the stability groups have jumps no larger than Nit

and let P = C\i Ui. Then M~P is of the first category. Let m be in P, let

{mk} be a sequence in M converging to m and let g be in Gm. For each A let

i = i(k) be the largest integer less than k and such that if p ^ k then

gE.NrlNiGmp, if such an i exists; if not, let t(A) =0. If s is a positive integer

then wît is eventually in U. and g = lim A* where hk(E.N,Gmtc. Since A* is even-

tually in N,g, gEN,~1N,Gmk for large A, and so i(k) =2s for large k. For each k

choose a g* in Gmic and an »* in N^N^) such that g = nkgk. Since i(k)—>«,

m*—>e and g = lim gk. This proves that the stability groups are continuous at m.

We show that it may not be possible to choose P open. Let G be an infinite

direct product of groups {0, 1}, let M be an infinite direct product of inter-

vals [ — 1, l]. Let the action of G on M be given by each factor {0, l} of G

acting by reflection about the origin on the corresponding factor [ — 1, 1 ] of

M. Let m = (xi, xit ■ ■ ■ ) be in M. Then Gm={e} if and only if Xíí¿Q for all i.

If P— {m = (xi, X2, ■ ■ -):Xi^Q for all i} then it follows that the stability

groups are continuous at m if and only if mEP. Since the complement of P

is dense, the only open set upon which the stability groups are continuous is

the empty set. The G of this example is not a Lie group.

Theorem 3. Let G and M satisfy the hypothesis and the conditions (1), • • • ,

(7) of Theorem 1 and suppose that M is Hausdorff and G is a Lie group. Then

there is a dense open subset P of M upon which the stability groups are continu-

ous.

Let P be the union of the open sets upon which the stability groups are

continuous. Then P is open and G-invariant and the stability groups are con-

tinuous on P. To prove that P is dense we assume the contrary and consider

the action of G on Int(M~P) (which, by our assumption, is nonempty). It

suffices to prove that Int(M~P) contains a nonempty open set upon which

the stability groups are continuous, since this contradicts the choice of P.
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Since the action of G on Int(M~P) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3, it

suffices to prove that under the hypothesis of Theorem 3, there is a nonempty

open set upon which the stability groups are continuous.

Let Gmo be the identity component of Gm. We show that dim Gmo is an

upper semicontinuous function of m. Let W be a neighborhood of zero in the

Lie algebra 8 of G such that exp ¡ W is 1 — 1. There is a basis xi, • • ■ , xn for

8 such that if \ai\ ^1 for t = l, • • • , », then 23?-i <»<*<£ W. We choose an
inner product in 8 such that the xu ■ ■ ■ , x„ are orthonormal. Let 8m be the

Lie algebra of Gm, let y„i, • • • , ym.(m) be an orthonormal basis for 8m. Let 6

be a number, let {m*} be a sequence in {m: dim Gmosïô} converging to some

mo in M. Passing to a subsequence we can suppose that f or 1 ̂  i ía lim sup* s(f»*)

the sequence {ymki'- k — a, a+l, a+2, ■ • • } converges to an element Zi of W,

where a is a suitable positive integer. By continuity, the zi, ■ • ■ , z, are ortho-

normal and so linearly independent, where s = lim sup* s(wu) = lim

sup* dim Gmt0. If ¡ T| = 1 then

exp(7Z<)»io = lim exp(yy„ki)mk = lim m* = wo
k k

and so exp(7z,)GGroo. Thus exp(z,)GGmo0, z,G8>», and

(2.1) dim Gm„o = dim ©m, ^ s = lim sup dim Gmjto,
k

so wo G {m: dim Gmo^b} and {m: dim Gmo^b} is closed, which proves the

upper semicontinuity. It follows that the set V upon which dim Gmo assumes

its minimum is open; moreover, V is nonempty. We remark that if woG^

then there must be equality in (2.1) and so {zi, • • • , z,} is a basis for 8m0- For

convenient reference we state this explicitly: IfmÇ.V and mk is a sequence in

V converging to m and if {yik, ■ • • , yu} is an orthonormal basis for %mk then

there is a subsequence k(l), k(2), • • • such that limpyjkiP)=zj exists for

i^j^s and {zi, • • • , 2,} is an orthonormal basis for 8m.

Suppose we can find a nonempty open subset i/o of V and a compact

neighborhood N of e such that Gm0r\N = Gmf>\N for m in Uo- Let U be chosen

by Theorem 2, let m be in U(~\ Uo, let mk be a sequence in M converging to m,

let g be in Gm. By the choice of U, there are sequences n* and gk such that

nkEN, gkGGmk and mgk-^g. Passing to a subsequence if necessary, »*—m

for some » in Af. Thus gk—*n~lg, »_1gGGm and so nÇiGmr\N and »GGmo.

There are Wi, • ■ ■ , w, in 8m such that n = exp(wi) • • • exp(wv), since exp(8m)

contains a neighborhood of the identity in Gmo and any such neighborhood

generates Gm0 as a group. Applying the argument of the preceding paragraph

and passing to a subsequence of the sequence mi, m2, • ■ •

w„ = lim w„k, 1 Ú u è v,
i

where w„* is a suitable element of 8m*, and so
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g = lim exp(wu) • • • exp(w,k)gt.
k

We have proved that there is a subsequence ot*(1), ot*(2), • • • of »ti, ms, • • •

and there are gi in Gmt(j) such that gi—*g. The following lemma shows that

the stability groups are continuous on U(~\Uo, and since U(~\Uo?e0, the

proof of Theorem 3 will then be complete.

Lemma 4. Let G and M satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1, let M be Haus-

dorff and let m be in M. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) The stability groups are continuous at m.

(2) For each g in Gm and each neighborhood N of e there is a neighborhood U

of OT such that if pEU then gÇzNGp.
(3) If OT* is a sequence in M converging to w and if gEGm then there is a

subsequence ot*(i), OTt(2), • • ■  and there is gi in Gmk({) such that gi—*g.

We prove that such Uo and N exist. If T= 2» **•< a°d S— 5^< s,x< are

in a suitable neighborhood of zero in g then exp( — S) exp(5+P) = exp(£)

where R = Jj« r<*< and

ft = fi(Si, • • • , sn, h, • ■ • , tn)

is an analytic function of Sj and tk such that r<(0, • • • , 0) =0. Also

fi = fio(Sl,  •••,*»)+]£) tjTij(si,  •  •  ■ , Sn)

(2-2> ,   V^ / y
+ 2J titeiMSU  ■"•»*»» *1| ""• I In)

y.»

where r<0, r.y and r,y* are analytic functions. If P=0 then P = 0,

0 = r,(ji, • • • , s„, 0, ■ ■ • , 0) = ri0(si, ■ ■ ■ ,sn)

and so r,o=0. If 5 = 0 then R= T and so

r«(0, • • • , 0) = 5,„

r<i»(0, ■ • •, 0, h, • • •, k) - 0.

Thus we can find a positive e such that the functions in (2.2) are defined and

analytic and such that

I rij(sh ■ • ■ , sn) - 8ij |   < 1/6«3,

| rijk(si, ■ ■ ■ , sn, h, ••■,/„) |   < l/6n8,

if |j,|, |/t| ^e for l^tr, t = «.

Let K be a compact subset of F with a nonempty interior Uo. Suppose

that there is no neighborhood N of e such that for ot in Uo, Gmof\N=GmnN.

Then there is a sequence ot, in i/o converging to some m in K and a g«, in

Gmj~Gmfo such that g4—>e. For sufficiently large g we can write g5 = exp(Fi)

and we can write Yq = St+Tt where SgEöm, and PjJ-fl^. (Recall that g has
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the inner product in which the family {xi, • ■ • , x»} is orthonormal.) We

can choose Yq so that F,—>0 and then Sq—»0 and Tq—»0 also. If Sq= 2«' si9xi

and Tq= 2<í,as;¿ then we let Rq= ]>3« r»'«*»' be the element of g whose co-

ordinates r,t satisfy

fiq — fi(Sl„  • •  * , SHq, *1«> ' > 'n«).

Since

exp(P„) = exp(-S,)exp(F,),

exp(P„)EGro4.

For sufficiently large q,

| riq - tiq |    =   X)  I »"¿i(ilS,  •  •  • , in«) - 8ij |   SUp  | <y, I
i 1

+ X   I >«*(iH>  •  •  • , in«, ¿l„ • • • ,tnq)\   SUp  I //, |
/.» y

= (sup I <y8 | J / 3«.

||*,-r«|| á (sup | ̂ 1^/3^117,11/3,

where || F|| - ( £« y,,)1" if F= £< **.Eg, and so 2|| P,||/3 â ||P,|| ¿4|| Tq\\/3.
We write P,=P,+<2, where P,Eg»' and Ç,J-gro2. Then ||P,|| g||P,-r,||

â||P,||/3 since P, is also the orthogonal projection of Rq—Tq onto gm>. It

follows that ||(?t||è||r,||/3.
Let (p(î))-1 be the smallest integral power of 2 which is greater than

||r,||. Such a power exists since g,EGmjo, F,Egm, and Tq?¿0. Since Tq—*0,

(p(g))-1—»0 and p(g)—>°° ; also

1/2 ^ ||p(?)r,|| < i,

1/3 £ ||p(?)*,|| < 4/3.

Passing to a subsequence of the q's, we can suppose that p(q)Rq converges to

a nonzero element R of g. If S is any diadic rational then for sufficiently large

q, p(q)5 is an integer and

exp(5P)m = lim exp(8p(q)Rq)mq = lim mt = m,
« a

since exp(Pç)EGmj. Thus exp^PJEG^ for each real £ and so PEgm. How-

ever, it follows from the second paragraph of this proof that p(q)Qq, the

orthogonal projection of p(q)Rq onto g^, tends to the orthogonal projection

of R onto g¿. This projection must be zero since PEg>» but it must be nonzero

since
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IIp(í)Q«II = l|p(î)r.||/3 £ 1/6.
This is a contradiction and so the required neighborhood N of e must exist.

Proof of Lemma 4. (3)=>(2) : We assume the denial of (2). There is a g in

G„ and a neighborhood N of c and we can find a sequence pk in M converging

to m such that g G NGPi for A = 1,2, • • • .Then N-lgP\GPk = 0 ior A = l,2, • • •
and so there cannot exist a subsequence A(l), A(2) of the integers and gt«) in

GPm such that gk-^g. This proves the denial of (3).

(2)=>(1) : We assume the denial of (1). There is a g in Gm, a neighborhood

N of e, a sequence m* in Af converging to m and an infinite set K of integers

such that for A in £, Ngf\Gmk = 0. This implies g£AT_1Gmi for A in £ and

so there is no neighborhood U of m such that for p in £/, gEN~lG, and this

proves the denial of (2).

(1)=>(3) : This is obvious.

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
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